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The problem of an infinite plate perforated with a square hole with rounded corners has been solved 
when a part of the boundary is under uniform pressure and the rest is stress free. The solution 
has been obtained in a closed form by using Muskhelishvili's methods involving Cauohy's integrals. 
As a prtioular case, the solution ha? been obtained for the plate with the given hole under uniform 
pressure. 
The problems of fhite and;infinit6 elastic regions, when a part of the boundary is 
subject to stresses and the rest is stress free are of theoretical interest. The problem of 
an elastic plate with a circular boundary was solved by Goodierl. Later on, the problem 
of an infinite plate with an elliptic hole was solved by mapping the elliptic bole conformally 
on the circular hole2. The latter method could be applied to other types of curvilinear 
boundaries. 
In this paper, the problem of an infinite plate having a square hole with rounded 
comers has been solved by using conformal mapping. The plate is assumed stress free 
a t  infinity. A part of the boundary is subject to uniform pressure while the r e ~ t  is stress 
free. A8 a particular case, the solut,ion has boon obtained for the plate with the given 
hole under uniform pressure. 
S T A T E M E N T  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M  
*# 
We consider the small deformation of an infinite plate consisting of a homogeneous 
* isotropic, elastic material perforated with a square hole with rounded corners. The 
boundary of the yIate is partially loaded with a uniform pressure while the plate is assumed 
stress free at infinity. Let the boundary of the plate be denoted by C f l h e  transformation 
which maps the region exterior to C in z-plane on ,to that exterior to unit circle r in 
[-plane is 
where R and K are real constants. 
The curve C is a curve with rounded corners occuring a t  Fig. 1. 
we assume that the portion L' of the boundary C, the ends of which correspond to 
e = e , ,  e = e, 
is subject to a uniform premre of magnitude P and the remaining portion I;" i8 stress 
97 
free. Let the ends of the portion L' be denoted by zl and z, and the ends of the conos- 
ponding portions y' on r are denoted by ul and q respsctively (Fig. 2). 
The valuea of z, and z2 are given w 
F U N D A M E N T A L  F O R M U L A E  
We use the pneralised plane stress and-quote the followiog standard fomuld 
u r + u  6 = 2 [ ~ ( 0 +  w(t;)] (2) 
where y = 3 - v / l  + v , p and v are the rigidity moduli and the Poisson's ratio of 
the material. 
The potential functions are 
, 93 (2) = 9 Lm(5)I = cp.(Q , 
$ 
* (2) = * r m (t) I = % ({) 
where 
. Pig. 1-The boundary C of an infinite plate per- 
forated with a square hole having rounded 
cvrnere. Fig. 2-The boundary desoribed by s Vnit oirole E, in an hibite' elaeMo plate. 
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Ir I 
G E N E R A T ,  T . H E O R Y  . -  . 
Following Mus3rbe1iahvi$is, if the f o m  amoss an arc demmt 4 d t b  curve C is given 
by (X,+iY,) dl and the stress in the material on the left of the curve (described wit11 
increasing 1) is derived from cp (2) and tj (2) , then the boundaxy value of these fumtions 
on C satisfy 
I 
or in the t,ransformed plane 
where f is the value of fi in terms of a. 
The plate is free of stresses at infinity. Therefore the potential functions satisfying 
(5) are given abS : 
X + i Y  
9 ' 0  = - 2 , ( 1  +- ,) log 5 + '20 (5) , 
x (X - i Y) 
*(') = 2 n ( l  + X )  1% c -I- $0 (5) 
1 
J 
where cpo (5) and +o ((5) are holomorphic for 1 5 1 > I and where one can assume without 
any effect on stress di~tribution that \I 
cpo (4 = 0 Y 
Substituting these expressions in (5), it is seen that cpo (5) and $o (4) satisfy the same '\ 
boundary conditiou (5) with the difference that'f must bo replaced by f, where 
Thus the functions po (5 )  and tjo ((5) can be easily determined from the equation 
1 Multiplying (8) by ,- do/u - 5 and integrating, we get * 
n i 
(9) 
f 
1 \ Again taking the conlplex conjugate of (8) and multiplying by - 2 m i  dub -@ 
and integrating, we get 
. 
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Hence cp ( f )  and # ( 5 )  are obtained with the help of (6), (9) and (10). 
D E T E B X I N A T I O N  OF S T R E S S  P O T E N T T A L S  
In the present problem, the portion L' of the boundary is subject to uniform pressure 
of magnitude P and the rest part L" is strma free. Therefore 
Xn = - P 008 ('11, X) 
Yq = - P 00s (7, y) 
and hence 
( X n + i Y n )  dl  = - P (dy-idx) = i P d z  
Therefore 
1 
f =  i j ( ~ ,  + i ~ . )  =-  P Z = - P R ( ~ - & ) ~ ~ ~ ~  (11) 
0 
f = - Pz2 on y" (12) 
Moving round the contour in anticlockwise direction and coming back to r,, the expression 
for f u~ldergoes an increase 
- P (2, - 2,) = P (2, - 2,) 
The same increase ail1 result for any subsequent circuit. Thbrefore the expression 
(7) takes the value 
 he value of the multivalued function log t~ may be fixed arbitrarily at  any point (e.g. st 
the point a, = eih corresponding to tbe point 2,); for a circuit round l' the function 
log a must 'bary continuously, so th.at log a undergoes an i n c r k  2 ni and fo revefig 
to its original value. Hence fo wiIl be single valued and contkuous on the entire conbur, 
Therefore putting this value of fo from (13) in (9) and integrating &s explained elsewhere-2, 4 
we get 
K ) - 4 [ log (01 - i )  - (g - zp, log t 
- {R ( -r
The functioii #, ( J )  can be similarly found out. Thus by taking the complex conjugate 
of (7), then putting in (10) and integrating, we get 
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The expressions (14) and (15) give the required stress potentials. Thus p, ( I )  and 4 (6) 
can be found o ~ t  with the help of (6), (14) and (15). ' 
D I S P L A C E M E N T  O O M P O N E N T S  O N  T H E  B O U N D A R Y  
The components of stresses and displacements can be found out witb help of (2), (3) 
and (4). We give here the displacement' components on the boundary of the hole: -Thus 
the displacement u is piven by 
-=-  
4 r p u  ( s in  4 - 8 , - - $ n 4 4 )  - $( sin38, -sin38, P R  3 
x log (1 2 Bin 7 
"-* I ) ]  
sin 
+ [+(ma201-ms202) + l o g j j  s1n . - e1-e ""' )]sine 
2 
. 8,-8 
sm --- 2 - - 
sin 38 
sin - 
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The . . displwepent v is given by 
8 .  
3 e8, - sin 3 
. 4 - 9  
s1n --- 
- [ ~ ( c o s ~ ~ 2 - m s 2 ~ l ) + ~ X - ~ ) ~ C (  sin . ---- e l -  C O S ~  
2 
B - 8  - f 2 w  + el- 0,) cos38 
sin 1. I 
K el - 
- [ (62 - 4 )  - ( 8 i n z ~ 9 ~ - s b 2 6 ~ ) + ~ +  + 1 sin B 
- [+ (sin 4 - sin 6,) - 'Lx (aid 50, - ain 39,) + 3 3 (1 + X) { h e l  
K 1 
--sine.+ (sin~h-sin3t1,) (K~:- (5 + K ~ )  (1 - K) - ) 1 + K2 + 2 K c 0 s 4 ~ 8  I] sin 28 
K + [y  (02 - 8') + T (2. + el - e,)] sin 3 0 (17) 
The expremidns (16) and (17) give the displacement components on the boundary of the 
hole exceM at the end pokh 4 = haad -B k B2, where these h o m e  i&nite. In hi& 
these are the p i n t s  yielding etastidfaihre. Kowevb, if one side of the sqasre hole between 
P 3 
el = - and 9% = - is loaded, then the displacement-camponents (16) and (17) 4 4 
reduce to the following expressious 
b 
sin (7- 4) R ?r 
--- 
8 2 7 
K =  sin(f - +) + % (3 x + 1) (20s 3 0 + log sin 0 
s in(+-+)  1 )  
4 = p u  
--- 
K 1 
PR - - P x f  9 dm- (I+:) [ ( l - X )  
log ( / 4 sin (7 - +) sin ($ - +) 1 ) + (= + 2 o)] - 
K sin (F - -9) 
3 (1 - x) log 
- - [ . ( 1  ) 1 ) - f ]  c 0 s 3 e  
The expressions (18) and (19) give the clisplacements at any point on the boundary, wlien 
n 
one side of $66 k19 lying between 
= T 
3 = 
,. 8, = - is loaded uniformly. 4 
[IOLUTXO$ FOR T H E  P S A T E  U N D E R  ALL R O U N D  U N I F O R M  
P R E S S U R E  
The solution of the problem when the plate is under all round uniform pressure may 
be easily deduced from the above result8 by putting 
e 2 = 2 n + f ? ,  , ,=+ a n d l o f i  = 2 n i  
"1 
The resultant force vector of the applied forces on the boundary is also zero i.e., 
X + i Y = O  
- 
Thus the stress potentials (14) and (15) reduce to 
% 
If we put K = 0 in (20) to (23), we get the known result for the plate with a circular hole2. 
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